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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT COMMISSION, THE DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, AND THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH, ACT-
ING AS A JOINT BOARD, RELATIVE TO
THE SANITARY CONDITION OF SPY POND
IN ARLINGTON.

November 17, 1953.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of Massachusetts
in General Court assembled.

Chapter 24 of the Resolves of the 1953 legislative ses-
sion provides for a further investigation and study by
the Metropolitan District Commission, the Department
of Public Works and the Department of Public Health,
of the sanitary condition of Spy Pond in the town of
Arlington, as follows:

Cfre Commontoealtb of 9@assadbuoetto

Resolved, That the metropolitan district commission, the department
of public works and the department of public health, acting as a joint
board, are hereby authorized and directed to further study the condi-
tions at Spy pond in the town of Arlington, reported in current house
document numbered 2208, with particular reference to the main-
tenance of the surface of the pond between elevation 9.8 feet and
10 feet, Boston City Base, and its relation in preventing the submerged
weeds in certain portions of this pond from creating a nuisance. Not-
withstanding any other provisions of the law to the contrary, the said
board, for the purposes of this resolve, may expend the unexpended
balance of the funds appropriated by item 8602-80 of section two of
chapter four hundred and twenty of the acts of nineteen hundred and
fifty-two. For the purposes of this resolve the said joint board may in
addition to said balance expend for engineering and other expenses,
including chemicals, such sums as may hereafter be appropriated
therefor. The said joint board shall report to the general court the
results of its investigations and its recommendations, if any, to-
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gether with drafts of legislation necessary to carry said recommenda-
tions into effect by filing the same with the clerk of the house of
representatives on the first Wednesday of December in the current
year. Approved April 29, 1953.

The District Commission, principally through assist-
ance furnished by the Division of Sanitary Engineering
of the Department of Public Health, exhaustively in-
vestigated conditions at Spy Pond in the summer months
of 1952. A sanitary survey, biological examinations, bac-
terial and chemical sampling, dissolved oxygen determina-
tions and temperature studies were conducted, data were
tabulated and evaluated, and conclusions and recom-
mendations drawn therefrom were incorporated in the
District Commission’s report to the 1953 session (House,
No. 2208).

The current resolve directs further study particularly
as to the maintenance of the elevation of the pond be-
tween 9.8 and 10 feet above Boston City Base, and to
determine the possibility of preventing submerged weed
growth in certain areas from creating a nuisance.

The Division of Waterways of the Department of Public
Works has replaced damaged portions of the pipe outlet
from Spy Pond and constructed a new and longer spill-
way at the pond, the work being completed about April 1,
1953.

The natural level of this pond appears to be at eleva-
tion 11.0, Boston City Base. Due to the flooding of
cellars of houses on Spy Pond Parkway, in the town of
Arlington, it was considered advisable to place the crest
of the spillway at elevation 9.8 or 1.2 feet below the
natural level of the pond. It is believed that this would
keep the pond levels below the level of the cellars except
during periods of extreme flood of infrequent occurrence.
From observations at frequent intervals since last April,
the spillway appears to function in a satisfactory manner.
It was observed that the pond surface has fluctuated from
a mininimum elevation of about 9.5 to a maximum of
about 10.3. These extremes occurred during extreme
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drought and periods of relatively heavy rainfall, respec-
tively. Maintenance of the pond at the levels which
existed during the past summer did not appear to in-
crease the weed nuisance.

The Department of Public Works has awarded a con-
tract for the removal of a group of old piles and concrete
footings in the pond in the vicinity of Spy Pond Parkway.
These piles and footings are the remains of an old ice
house, and are somewhat of a menace to boating.

The Joint Board has attempted to determine the prac-
ticality of various measures to control or eliminate the
submerged weed growth in Spy Pond, especially those
recommended in the District Commission’s report on its
study of the pond in 1952. Inasmuch as the primary
recommendation in this report for a high potency chem-
ical spraying stresses the need for caution both as to the
use of the chemical preparation and the possibility of its
upsetting the biological balance in the pond, the Board
believed it advisable to defer experimentation in this
direction pending investigations of the same problem in
great ponds of the Commonwealth as authorized by chap-
ter 67 of the Resolves of 1953.

Under this resolve, the Departments of Public Works,
Public Health and Conservation (Natural Resources),
acting as a Joint Board, will have a considerably better
opportunity to study submerged weed growth in that it
will have a wide range of choice as to where studies can
be made to the best advantage and experiments with
chemical treatments carried on under better conditions
and in a considerably less expensive manner in small
bodies of water than in the relatively large (115 acres)
Spy Pond.

The board, therefore, recommends that further study
of Spy Pond be deferred pending completion of the in-
vestigations to be made under Chapter 67 of the Resolves,
in order that any determinations resulting from these
studies can be related to the Spy Pond problem as it now
exists. If it can then be determined that further study
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of Spy Pond would be desirable, the unexpended balance
in budget item 8602-80 of section 2 of chapter 420 of the
Acts of 1952 could be reappropriated for necessary ex-
penditures.
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